Drone-Flight-Check
Drone information and drone traffic management database & app
for enhanced safety and regulation





Drone registration database
Management of No-fly and Limited-fly zones
Checking and authorization of flight operations (flight licensing)
Geo-fencing and drone tracking

Drone-Flight-Check
Drone information and traffic management database & app
As the number of drones for professional and recreational use irresistibly increases,
concerns equally rise on aeronautical and public safety and homeland security. Appropriate
regulation and traffic management tools have to be implemented to easily authorize where
and when the users can fly.
Drone registration, user-friendly flight approval mechanisms, geo-fencing and drone
traceability, which are all integrated into the Drone-Flight-Check concept from Colibrex,
form a drone information management system in line with the ultimate objective of a future
Unmanned Aerial Systems Traffic Management (UTM) system.
The key of the Drone-Flight-Check solution is to dynamically link the registration database
and the individual flight lease requests of the users to an area database where all no-flyzones or limited fly-zones are centralized and updated. This shall for ex. prevent a user to fly
into a temporary no-fly-zone or enable only specific categories of drones/users to fly into a
specific area.

The platform enables drone users to verify where and when they can fly. On top of that, the
release and referencing of a flight by the system (done automatically for the easiest cases)
or its rejection, adds to the safety of any drone flying operation. The system also provides
authorities with the possibility to track and verify the authorization of a drone while in
operation.

Drone-Flight Check processes

 User registration (username, password)
 Drone registration based on drone classification (ability to
define different categories and sub-categories)
 Additional pilot registration for commercial operators
 Option to implement a flight registration fee structure

USERS
AUTHORITIES

 Tracking of the drone based
on its drone ID
 Ability for the enforcement
entities to verify the authorization of a flight during operation
 Integration in future UTM systems

 Implementation of no-fly-zones with the
ability to grant varying flight rights according
to a pre-defined class of drones or users
 3D area definition
 Specific register for temporary no-fly-zones

 Flight operation based
on received approval
 Ability to load the flight lease
data into a drone ID
 Ability to link the flight lease data as geofencing criteria into the drone’s autopilot

 Offline or online request
 Visualization of the no-fly-zones
to facilitate the planning of a flight mission
 User-friendly entering of the targeted
flight area

 Automated flight authorization, if all flight conditions have been met
 Automated rejection of flight lease, if conditions have not been met
 Manual flight authorization for specific situations or drone categories

Example of a possible classification process for flight authorization

Drone traceability




Drone-ID based on proprietary RF module (other electronic-ID solutions can be
integrated into the Drone-Flight-Check platform) continuously transmits the digital
number plate, the lease ID and the flight status and can thus enable enforcement
entities to verify the legality of a drone during operation
Drone traceability is a prerequisite for future Unmanned Aerial Systems Traffic
Management (UTM) systems and crucial for efficient counter-UAV solutions

Why Colibrex / LS telcom




Colibrex combines its experience as a professional drone operator with the longstanding expertise of its parent company LS telcom towards high dynamic databases
and licensing processes
Drone-Flight-Check is an adaptable solution, configurable according to the legislation
in place and the requirements of regulatory authorities, and follows the
recommendations of international organizations
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